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ABSTRACT
On 2004 Dec. 27, the soft gamma repeater (SGR) 1806-20 emitted the brightest giant flare (GF) ever detected
from an SGR. This burst of energy, which resulted in an (isotropic) energy release∼ 100 times greater than
the only two other known SGR GFs, was followed by a very bright, fading radio afterglow. Extensive follow-
up radio observations provided a wealth of information withunprecedented astrometric precision, revealing
the temporal evolution of the source size, along with densely sampled light curves and spectra. Here we
expand on our previous work on this source, by attempting to explain these observations within one self-
consistent dynamical model. In this scenario, the early radio emission is due to the outflow ejected during
the GF energizing a thin shell surrounding a pre-existing cavity, where the observed steep temporal decay is
attributed to the adiabatic cooling of the electrons in the doubly shocked medium. The shocked ejecta and
external shell move outward together, driving a forward shock into the ambient medium, and are eventually
decelerated by a reverse shock. The radio emission from the shocked external medium naturally peaks when
significant deceleration occurs, and then decays relatively slowly. The evolution of the source size is reproduced
in our model, and suggests that most of the energy in the outflow was in mildly relativistic material, with
v/c∼ 0.4d15, for a distance of 15d15 kpc to SGR 1806-20. An initially highly relativistic outflowwould not
have produce a long coasting phase at a mildly relativistic expansion velocity, as was observed.
Subject headings:stars: neutron – stars: flare – stars: winds, outflows – hydrodynamics – ISM: bubbles

1. INTRODUCTION

Soft gamma repeaters (SGRs) are believed to be “mag-
netars” – a small class of slowly spinning neutron stars
with extremely high surface magnetic fields,B ∼ 1015 G
(Duncan & Thompson 1992; Kouveliotou et al. 1998). SGR
1806-20 lies in the Galactic plane, at a distance of about
d = 15d15 kpc (Corbel & Eikenberry 2004). The giant flare
(GF) from SGR 1806-20 on 2004 Dec. 27, was the brightest
extra-solar transient event ever recorded (Hurley et al. 2005;
Palmer et al. 2005). It was also unique in its bright radio
afterglow (Cameron & Kulkarni 2005; Gaensler et al. 2005)
which provided an amazing variety of data, including the
source size, shape, polarization and flux at different radiofre-
quencies as a function of time.

In a accompanying paper (Gelfand et al. 2005), we have
presented a rebrightening episode in the radio light curve,and
have developed a semi-analytic model for the radio source that
appeared in the aftermath of the giant flare. We concluded
from a fit of this model to the data that the radio source re-
sulted from a blast wave driven by& 1024.5 g of baryonic ma-
terial driven off the neutron star, and that this source has now
entered the Sedov-Taylor phase of evolution. On-going mea-
surements of the evolution of the source’s size confirm that
the radio source is decelerating (Taylor et al. 2005, in prep.).
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These data present a rare opportunity for a detailed study of
an outflow that is as it least mildly relativistic, and which has
many similarities to cosmological gamma-ray bursts. In this
Letter, we expand on the framework laid out by Gaensler et al.
(2005) and Gelfand et al. (2005), presenting a full dynamical
model for the interaction of the outflow that was ejected in the
Dec. 27 GF with its surroundings, with a view to explaining
the large and diverse data for this event. This enables is to
constrain the initial velocity for this outflow.

Our model is described and analyzed in §2. We consider
both a relativistic (§2.1) and a Newtonian (§2.2) outflow, and
find that only a Newtonian outflow withv/c∼ 0.4d15 works
well.10 This scenario is studied in detail using hydrodynamic
simulations (§2; Fig. 1), and compares well with the data. In
§3 the synchrotron emission that is implied by our dynamical
model is derived and shown to nicely agree with observations.
Our conclusions are discussed in §4.

2. THE UNDERLYING DYNAMICS

The radio flux was initially observed to decay with time,
exhibiting an achromatic steepening (to∼ t−2.7) at tb ≈ 9 days
(Gaensler et al. 2005). This was followed by a rebrightening
starting at∼ 25 days and peaking at∼ 33 days (Gelfand et al.
2005), and then showed a slower decay (∼ t−1.3). The ex-
pansion velocity was initially fairly constant,∼ 0.4d15c (see
footnote 10), and later decreased, around the peak time of the
rebrightening in the light curve (Taylor et al. 2005, in prep.).
The source was already fading by the time of the first obser-
vation,tI ≈ 7 days. This implies that the radio emission must
have turned on at an earlier time and at a smaller radius.

The observed spectrum and linear polarization suggest that
we are seeing synchrotron emission. If the relativistic elec-
trons that are emitting this radiation were accelerated much

10 We adopt the value that was derived by Taylor et al. (2005, in prep.) for
the average expansion velocity during the first month so. It is slightly higher
than the value reported initially by Gaensler et al. (2005).
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closer to the source, then most of their energy would have
been lost through adiabatic cooling bytI, thus dramatically
increasing the energy requirements. Moreover, the light curve
showed a dramatic achromatic steepening attb (Gaensler et al.
2005), which suggests a hydrodynamic transition. A simple
explanation for this behavior arises if the outflow from the GF
initially coasted with negligible interaction with the ambient
medium, until attcol = 5tcol,5 days it collided with a thin shell,
which caused it to decelerate by a reverse shock, while the ex-
ternal shell was accelerated by a forward shock.11 After this
collision the two shells move together (at a somewhat reduced
speed). The emission up totb is dominated by the recently
shocked electrons in these two shells. It arrives at the observer
at a timet . (1.5− 2)tcol due to light travel effects and the fi-
nite time it takes the shock to cross the shells. Att > tb the
emission is dominated by the adiabatically cooling electrons
in the two shells. As shown below (see also Gaensler et al.
2005) this naturally produces the observed steep decay.

As the merged shell expands outwards it drives a shock into
the ambient medium. An increasing amount of external mass
is swept up, until the emission from this shocked fluid starts
dominating the light curve att & 25 days. This causes a re-
brightening in the light curve which peaks attp ∼ 33 days
(Gelfand et al. 2005); a decrease in the expansion velocity
was observed at about the same time,tdec∼ tp (Taylor et al.
2005, in prep.), as expected. Att > tdec the hydrodynam-
ics gradually approach the self similar Sedov-Taylor solution,
which predicts a slower flux decay rate, in agreement with
observations (Gelfand et al. 2005). In the following we re-
produce the main observed features using a simple analytic
model, and then compare it to the results of numerical simu-
lations.

2.1. Relativistic Outflow

A simple model for the collision between the cold ejecta
shell of initial Lorentz factorΓ0 = (1− β2

0)−1/2 and massM0,
and an external shell (at rest) of massMsh, is a plastic colli-
sion where the two shells are shocked (the two shocked flu-
ids separated by a contact discontinuity) and subsequently
move together atΓ f = (1 − β2

f )
−1/2. Energy and momen-

tum conservation in the rest frame of the merged shell are
Ef /c2 = M f = ΓrM0 + Γ f Msh andΓrβrM0 = Γ f β f Msh, respec-
tively, whereΓr = (1− β2

r )−1/2 = Γ0Γ f (1− β0β f ) is the initial
Lorentz factor of the ejecta in this frame. The resulting inter-
nal energy isEint/c2 = (Γr − 1)M0 + (Γ f − 1)Msh and the final
velocity is

β f

β0
=

(

1+
Msh

Γ0M0

)−1

. (1)

This shows that an external mass ofMsh ∼ Γ0M0 is required
in order to significantly reduce the initial velocity. For a
relativistic outflow Γ0 ≈ E/M0c2 ≫ 1 and β0 ≈ 1 so that
β f ≈ (1+ Mshc2/E)−1 which forMshc2 ≫ E (and correspond-
ingly β f ≪ 1) givesMshv2

f ≈ β f E. Therefore, in this limit, the
kinetic energy of the merged shell carries only a small fraction

11 Such a shell surrounding a pre-existing cavity is thought tobe formed
behind the bow shock due to the supersonic motion of SGR 1806-20 through
the ISM and its quiescent wind (Gaensler et al. 2005). Alternatively, it could
also arise from an earlier and initially faster mass ejection from the SGR
1806-20 GF, which was decelerated by the external medium to avelocity
slightly below that of the coasting second shell, thus causing the two shells to
collide (the “refreshed shock” scenario, e.g. Granot, Nakar & Piran 2003).

(∼ β f ) of the total energy, while most of the energy is in the
internal energy of the shocked ejecta (Eint ≈ E ≈ Γ0M0c2).12

The relativistically hot shocked ejecta can then convert most
of its internal energy back into kinetic energy throughPdV
work as the merged shell keeps expanding. This might ini-
tially (soon after the collision) accelerate the shell, andlater
cause it to decelerate more slowly with time (and radius), thus
increasing the radius,Rdec, where it decelerates significantly
from Rdec∼ 21/3Rcol, whereRcol = R(tcol) = v0tcol. However,
even if all the original energy is back in the form of kinetic
energy atRdec, then still E/c2 ≈ Mdecβ

2
dec ≈ β f Msh where

βdec = β(Rdec) ≈ 0.4d15 & β f , Msh ≈ (4π/3)ρextR3
col (Wilkin

1996) andMdec= Mext(Rdec) ≈ (4π/3)ρextR3
dec. This gives

Mdec

Msh
≈

(

Rdec

Rcol

)3

≈
β f

β2
dec

. β−1
dec∼ 2.5d−1

15 . (2)

The angular diameter of the source at the time of the first
observation,tI ≈ 7 days, and at the epoch of deceleration,
tdec∼ tp ≈ 33 days, was 80θ80 mas and 300θ300 mas, respec-
tively.13 The corresponding radii areRI = 9.0×1015θ80d15 cm
and Rdec ≈ 3.4 × 1016θ300d15 cm. The requirement that
Rcol < RI givesRdec/Rcol & 3.75 and therefore (Rdec/Rcol)3 ≈

50(RI/Rcol) & 50, which is in contradiction with Eq. 2. This
suggests that the simple model of a collision between the
ejecta and an external shell fails to reproduce the observa-
tions if the outflow was initially relativistic (Γ0 ≫ 1). This
is because, contrary to observations,Rdec would not be much
larger thanRcol, and insteadRdec/Rcol . 1.4d−1/3

15 .14

2.2. Newtonian Outflow

For a Newtonian outflow (β0 ≪ 1), Eq. 1 reduces to
β f /β0 ≈ M0/M f whereM f ≈ M0 + Msh. SinceM(Rcol < r <
Rdec) ∼ M f andMsh ≈ (4π/3)ρextR3

col, thenMsh > M0 would
imply Rdec/Rcol ∼ 21/3

≈ 1.26, in contrast with observations.
Therefore, we must haveM0 ≫ Msh, which results in

β f ≈ β0, M f ≈ M0 ∼ Mdec≈ (4π/3)ρextR3
dec, andM0/Msh ≈

(Rdec/Rcol)3 & 50. If the collision occurred attcol = 5tcol,5 days,
then Rcol ≈ (5tcol,5/7)RI ≈ 6.4 × 1015tcol,5θ80d15 cm and
M0/Msh≈ (Rdec/Rcol)3 ∼ 140t−3

col,5. The observed source size
implies β0 ≈ β f ≈ Rdec/ctdec≈ 0.4d15. As the shocked ex-
ternal medium has comparable internal and kinetic energies,
tdec occurs whenE ≈ (4π/3)ρextR3

decv
2
0 ≈ 3.8×1046n0d5

15 erg,
wherenext = ρext/mp = n0 cm−3. Thusn0 ≈ 0.26d−5

15E46 and
M0 ≈ 2E/v2

0 ≈ 1.4× 1026d−2
15E46 g. These results forE and

M0 are similar to those derived by Gelfand et al. (2005).
Finally, it is important to keep in mind that the outflow

might consist of more than one component. The simplest ex-
ample is a relativistic shell (withΓ ≫ 1) followed by a New-
tonian shell that was ejected slightly later during the GF. The
relativistic shell is shocked and decelerated to a Newtonian

12 This result is valid when the ejecta shell collides with a dense and thin
external shell (of width∆R≪ R), and is very different from the situation
where the same ejecta gradually sweeps up the external medium over a large
range in radii.

13 At tI the image is somewhat elongated and the quoted value is alongthe
semi-major axis (?).

14 If the external density varied smoothly, with no sharp feature like a thin
dense shell as in our basic scenario, then by the time of the first observation,
when the expansion velocity is only mildly relativistic, the expansion would
already be in the decelerating phase, and no coasting phase would have been
observed.
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velocity as it collides with the external shell, attcol,1, while
the Newtonian shell catches up and collides with the slower
merged relativistic + external shell attcol,2 > tcol,1. As long
as the velocity after the first collision is sufficiently smaller
than that of the Newtonian shell, the subsequent dynamics
would not be very different than for the Newtonian outflow
case discussed above. An important difference, however, is
that the emission would light up at∼ tcol,1/2Γ

2
≪ tcol,2, i.e.

much earlier than without the relativistic component.15 Rapid
follow-up observations of future GFs could test this directly,
and teach us more about the properties of the outflow. In
the present case, the later collision with the Newtonian shell
might explain the change in the degree of linear polarization
(from decreasing to increasing with time) and its position an-
gle, att ≈ 10 days (Gaensler et al. 2005).

We tested our basic scenario with the aid of numerical sim-
ulations (see Fig 1). Our basic picture is confirmed by these
calculations, and the observed evolution of the source size
is nicely reproduced. In a future work (Ramirez-Ruiz et al.
2005, in preparation) we investigate the dynamics in more de-
tail, including the implications of aspherical outflows, which
are relevant given the elongated nature of the radio image
(Gaensler et al. 2005).

3. EXPLAINING THE OBSERVED RADIO EMISSION

Once the reverse shock crosses the ejecta and the forward
shock crosses the bow shock shell, there is no more supply
of newly accelerated electrons, and the existing relativistic
electrons cool adiabatically as the shells expand,γe ∝ V−1/3,
whereV = 4πR2

∆R is the volume of the shell. At this stage,
the observed radio flux decreases ast−2.7, which may be ex-
plained within the scope of the toy model, initially outlined by
Gaensler et al. (2005). If the expansion in the radial direction
is small compared to that in the transverse directions (∆R≈

const) thenV ∝ R2 ∝ t2. If in addition the magnetic field is
mainly in the transverse direction thenB∝ V−1/2 ∝ t−1. The
spectral slope in the radio, ofFν ∝ ναtδ with α = −0.75±0.02
(Gaensler et al. 2005) suggests that the radio band is in the
frequency rangeνm < νrad < νc (this is verified for our model
below) whereα = (1− p)/2, and thereforep = 2.50±0.04. In
this frequency rangeFν = Fν,max(ν/νm)(1−p)/2, whereFν,max∝

NeB andνm ∝ Bγ2
m. HereNe is the number of relativistic elec-

trons that are emitting the synchrotron radiation, which iscon-
stant at this stage, so thatFν ∝ B(p+1)/2γp−1

m ∝ t (1−7p)/6 and
δ = (1−7p)/6 = (7α−3)/3 =−2.75±0.05, in good agreement
with the observed value ofδ ≈ −2.7 (Gaensler et al. 2005).
When the rebrightening bump is subtracted, the best fit to the
power law is somewhat steeper (Gelfand et al. 2005) and such
steepening can be attributed a somewhat tangled magnetic
field geometry (Gaensler et al. 2005). However, the chief un-
certainty here is the assumption that the shell maintains con-
stant thickness.

The emission from the forward shock is dominated by the
newly shocked electrons which are accelerated to relativis-
tic energies with a power law distribution,dN/dγe ∝ γ−p

e for
γe > γm. At t < tdec the relative velocity of the shocked down-
stream fluid and the upstream fluid is roughly constant and
equal tovrel = βrelc≈ 0.3d15c sincevref/v0 ≈ 3/4. Let us de-
fine

15 A similar result is obtained also if there a continuous external medium
instead of a shell surrounding a cavity.

γ∗m =
ǫe

ξe

(

p− 2
p− 1

)

mp

me

β2
rel

2
= 2gǫe,−1

(

βrel

0.26

)2

, (3)

whereg = 3(p− 2)/(p− 1) (= 1 for p = 2.5), ǫe = 0.1ǫe,−1 (ǫB)
is the fraction of the post shock internal energy density in rel-
ativistic electrons (magnetic fields), andξe is the fraction of
electrons that are accelerated to relativistic energies.

We haveγm ≈ max(2,γ∗m), since forγe < 2 the electrons are
no longer relativistic. Gelfand et al. (2005) calculate thelight
curve under the assumption thatǫe/ξe = const andγ∗m > 2 (see
Frail, Waxman & Kulkarni 2000), which is valid forǫe > 0.1
or ξe ≪ 1 until there is significant deceleration. Onceγ∗m < 2,
the behavior ofǫe andξe depends on poorly understood shock
acceleration of non-relativistic electrons. Here it is assumed
thatξe≈ min(1,γ∗m/γm) which is equivalent to the assumption
of a constantǫe. Eq. 3 shows that forǫe,−1 . 1 (and it is
difficult for ǫe to be much higher than 0.1) we haveγm . 2 all
along, so thatγm ≈ 2 is constant, whileξe ∼ γ∗m/2 decreases
with time att & tdec.

Now, vrel/v0 ≈ (tdec/t)Rsh/Rdec ≈ min[1, (t/tdec)−3/5]
where tdec = Rdec/vsh,0 = (3E/2πρextv5

sh,0)1/3 and
vsh,0 = vf (γ̂ + 1)/2 ≈ v0(γ̂ + 1)/2 where γ̂ = 5/3 is the
adiabatic index. Att ≫ tdec the shock approaches the
Sedov-Taylor self similar solution, whereRsh = ξ(Et2/ρext)1/5

with ξ ≈ 1. The post shock magnetic field isB = (8πǫBeint)1/2

whereeint = ρextv2
rel(γ̂ + 1)/2(γ̂ − 1). We haveNe = ξeM/mp

where M = fb(4π/3)ρextR3
sh and fb is the beaming factor

(i.e. the fraction of the total solid angle occupied by the
flow). Also Lν,max = Pν,maxNe where Pν,max ≈ Psyn/νsyn,
Psyn(γe) = (4/3)σTc(B2/8π)γ2

e and νsyn(γe) = eBγ2
e/2πmec.

What is more,νm = νsyn(γm) andFν,max = Lν,max/4πd2. Thus
at t > tdec we have

Fν = 4.2 fb gn3(p+1)/20
0 E(11+p)/10

46 ǫe,−1

( ǫB

0.002

)(p+1)/4
d−2

15

×

( ν

8.5GHz

)(1−p)/2
(

t
33days

)−3(p+1)/10

mJy , (4)

where the value of the numerical coefficient is forp = 2.5,
while Fν(t < tdec) ≈ (t/tdec)3Fν(tdec).

The parameter values in Eq. 4 were chosen to match the
observed flux at the peak of the rebrightening,tdec ≈ tp ≈

33 days. This demonstrates that an energy of∼ 1046 erg, com-
parable to that in the GF (if it was emitted roughly isotrop-
ically), can be accommodated for reasonable values of the
micro-physical parameters and the external density. Taking
into account the relationn0 ≈ 0.26d−5

15E46 derived in §2.2,
we find that an equipartition limitǫe, ǫB . 0.3 (0.5) gives
E44 & 7.5d1.9

15 (4.0d1.9
15 ), consistent with the conclusions of

Gelfand et al. (2005).
Finally, we estimate the expected flux at the end of the

collision between the ejecta and the external shell,∼ tcol.
The external shell is accelerated toβ f ≈ β0 while the ejecta
is only slightly decelerated, so that the shock going into the
external shell is stronger and likely to dominate the emission.
The volume of the shell, 4πηR3

col whereη = ∆R/Rcol = 0.1η−1,
is reduced by a factor of 4 due to shock compression, and its
internal energy is a fractionMsh/M f ≈ Msh/M0 ≈ 0.007t3

col,5
of the total energyE. Under similar assumptions as above,
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Fν(tcol)≈80 fb gp−1η
−(p+1)/4
−1 E(5+p)/4

46 ǫp−1
e,−1ǫ

(p+1)/4
B,−1

×d(5p−27)/4
15

( ν

8.5GHz

)(1−p)/2
t3
col,5 mJy, (5)

in rough agreement with the extrapolation totcol ∼ 5 days of
the observed flux,Fν=8.5GHz = 53 mJy, at the first epoch,t =
6.9 days (Cameron & Kulkarni 2005; Gaensler et al. 2005).

For the parameter values used in Eq. 5 we obtainνm ∼

1 MHz, νsa∼ 50 MHz andνc ∼ 1017 Hz at tcol ∼ 5 days, so
that the radio frequencies are well within the assumed power
law segment of the spectrum. Soon after the shock finishes
crossing the shell, the electron power law energy distribu-
tion extends up toγmax ∼ γc(tcol) ∼ 106. Thereafter adia-
batic cooling takes over andγmax ∝ t−2/3, while B ∝ t−1 so
that νsyn(γmax) ∼ νc(tcol)(t/tcol)−7/3. The emission from the
shocked external medium starts to dominate att ≈ 25 days,
i.e. t/tcol ∼ 5, and hence at that timeνsyn(γmax) & 1015 Hz is
well above the radio.

4. DISCUSSION

We have described a dynamical model for the interaction
with the surrounding medium of the outflow that was ejected
during the 2004 Dec. 27 giant flare (GF) from SGR 1806-
20 . This model reasonably accounts for the evolution of
the source size with time as well as for the observed radio
light curves and spectrum. Using a simple analytic model,
we have shown that the outflow from the GF could not have
been highly relativistic, and was instead only mildly relativis-
tic,16 with an average velocity ofv ∼ 0.4d15c, similar to the
observed roughly constant expansion velocity over the first
month or so. The local expansion velocity is slightly higher
along the elongated direction of the image, which has an axis
ratio of∼ 1.7 (Gaensler et al. 2005). This sets a lower limit
on the true axis ratio of the emitting region, due to projection
effects, suggesting a relatively mild collimation of the outflow
into a wide jet. Still, even the maximal local expansion veloc-
ity was only mildly (rather than highly) relativistic.

Lower limits on the energy,E & 1044.5 erg, and mass,
M0 & 1024.5 g, of the outflow, and on the external den-

sity, next & 10−2 cm−3 have been derived by citet[][see also
§3]Gelfand05. The values ofE, M0 and next scale lin-
early with each other. The bow shock stand-off radius is
Rbs = 6.4×1015L1/2

34.5n−1/2
0 v−1

350 cm, wherev∗ = 350v350 km s−1

is the velocity of SGR 1806-20 relative to the ISM, and
L = 1034.5L34.5 erg s−1 is its spin-down luminosity.17 In our
scenario,Rcol ≈ 6.4× 1015tcol,5d15 cm is∼ Rbs, which is in-
deed the case for the above parameter values. Note, however,
thatE ∼ 1046.5n0 erg andM0 ∼ 1026.5n0 g, while the minimal
allowed density,n0 ∼ 10−2, requiresv∗ ∼ 3500 km s−1 and
a similar kick velocity for SGR 1806-20 at its birth, which
is extremely high. This suggests that the true values ofE,
M0 andnext are larger than their lower limits by a factor of
∼ 100n0 ∼ 100v−2

350.
A much dimmer radio afterglow was detected fol-

lowing the 1998 Aug. 27 GF from SGR 1900+14
(Frail, Kulkarni & Bloom 1999), which despite the much
sparser data, shows similarities to the radio afterglow dis-
cussed here. This suggests that our model might be applicable
more generally. The spin down luminosityL of the two SGRs
is comparable, and so is the time at which the light curve de-
cays steeply (∼ 9− 10 days), suggesting thatRbs in each case
is not very different. This would imply a similarnextv2

∗
. Under

these assumptions, the large difference in the radio luminosity
(by a factor of∼ 500) would be mainly a result of the much
larger energy content carried by the outflow of SGR 1806-20
immediately after the GF.

This research was supported by US Department of En-
ergy under contract number DE-AC03-76SF00515 (J.G.) and
by NASA through a Chandra Postdoctoral Fellowship award
PF3-40028 (E. R.-R.). The software used in this work was
in part developed by the DOE-supported ASCI/Alliance Cen-
ter for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Computations were performed on the IAS
Scheide computer cluster. B.M.G. and J.D.G. were supported
by NASA through LTSA grant NAG5-13032. The National
Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National
Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by
Associated Universities, Inc.

16 This refers to the ejecta which carried most of the energy in the out-
flow. A small fraction of the energy might still have been carried by highly
relativistic outflow.

17 Before 1999L34 ≈ 0.8 while by 2001 and until before the Dec. 27th
GF it leveled off atL34 ≈ 4.5 (Woods et al. 2005, in preparation). The

dynamical timescale for the bow shock istbs ∼ Rbs/v∗ = 10L44n
−1/2
0 v−2

200 yr.
In our scenario,Rbs ∼ Rcol so thattbs ∼ 10tcol,5d15v−1

200 yr. Since the spin

down rate of SGR 1806-20 increased by a factor of∼ 5 several years before
the GF, the steady state assumption for the bow shock is not valid for v200.3.
As a rough guide, one might still use the results for a steady wind (Wilkin
1996), with the average spin down luminosity over a periodtbs. The exact
shape of the bow shock could, however, be different than thatof a steady
wind.
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FIG. 1.— Numerical simulation of the collision between the outflow ejected during the SGR giant flare and a pre-existing cavity. The evolution of the density
(ρ in g/cm3) and specific internal energy (ǫint in erg/g) are shown. Calculations were done in two dimensions using the FLASH code. The initial configuration is
as follows. In the inner region (outflow from the SGR, inner 5×1014 cm) both a thermal energy of 1046 erg and ejecta mass,M0, are distributed uniformly;M0

is selected so thatv = (2E/M0)1/2
≈ 0.4c. The injected gas and surrounding ISM (withρext = 2×10−24 g cm−3) are characterized by a 5/3 adiabatic index. More

details will be presented in Ramirez-Ruiz et al. (2005, in preparation). The black horizontal line in the figure corresponds to a scale of 1016 cm. Anti-clockwise,
from right, the slices are fort = 5.79, 6.95, 8.11, 9.26, 10.42, 11.58 days.Inset Panel:Temporal evolution of the observed size of the simulated source, together
with the radio measurements of Taylor et al. (in preparation).


